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Abstract: A bioinformatics approach was adopted to identify the TonB-dependent receptors (TBDRs) in the genome of 

nitrogen-fixing, nodulating bacteria. The number of TBDR-like genes in the 13 selected bacteria ranges from 1 (Mesorhizobium 

loti MAFF303099) to 14 (Azorhizobium caulinodans ORS 571 and Methylobacterium nodulans ORS 2060).  Except a putative 

nickel-specific TBDR (bll6948) in Bradyrhizobium japonicum USDA110, none of the 69 newly found TBDR-like sequences lies 

in the ‘Sugars’, ‘Vitamin B12’, or ‘Non-Fe cations’ clusters. The rest of TBDRs can be largely divided into two clusters, the 

‘heme’ cluster and the ‘iron-siderophores’ cluster. A model on the biological roles of these two TBDR clusters in free-living and 

symbiosis statuses is proposed for B. japonicum.   
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1. Introduction 
 

Most microbes are living in a competitive world and to survive they must compete for scarce resources from their 

living environments. Gram-negative bacteria possess two layers of membranes, the outer membrane (OM) and the 

cytoplasmic membrane (CM), and therefore the import of resources to cytoplasm must pass through both membranes. 

The OM contains various types of porins, which allow passive transport of small molecules (Mw < 600 Da) across 

the OM, down their concentration gradients. For larger molecules, or for movement of molecules against their 

concentration gradients, an active transport mechanism must take place. TonB-dependent receptors (TBDRs) are 

transport proteins found at the OM of Gram-negative bacteria to serve this purpose. As their names suggested, 

TBDRs make use of the energy supplied by the TonB-ExbB-ExbD complex on the CM (1). This complex couples the 

proton motive force across the CM to supply energy for the active transport of TBDR’s ligands across the OM, which 

is not energized (2). 

TBDRs were first characterized as importers of Fe3+-siderophores complexes (3). Later, some TBDRs were shown 

to be responsible for import of non-Fe compounds (4), such as vitamin B12 (5), sugars (6-8), and non-Fe cations (9, 

10). Comparing to porins, which allows passive transport of molecules, TBDRs exhibit high affinity to their ligands: 

the kd of SuxA to sucrose is 330 nM (6) and that of FepA to ferric enterobactin is 24 nM (11), respectively. The high 

affinity allows the bacteria to pick up scarce resources from the environment, which are present at very low 

concentrations. Once the ligands are translocated to the periplasm, they must cross the CM to reach the cytoplasm. 

This step is mediated by at least two superfamilies of transporters, the ABC transporters (12) and the major facilitator 

superfamily (MFS)(13), which require energy from ATP and electrochemical gradients, respectively.   

In this study, the distribution of TBDRs in nodulating, nitrogen-fixing bacteria, was investigated by bioinformatic 

approaches. Similar approaches have been employed to study the distribution and diversity of phytate-mineralizing 
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bacteria (14) and its major findings were later confirmed by experimental data (15).  

 

2. Methodology 
 

The Pubmed database was examined for literature on TBDRs. 41 representative TBDRs with known ligands were 

selected and tabulated (Table 1). The ligand-specificity of most of these TBDRs was supported by experimental data 

but the TBDRs for phytate and thiamin were only postulations, based on their co-localization with phytase genes (14), 

or with genes homologous to PnuC, a N-ribosylnicotinamide transporters (16), in operons. The 41 protein sequences 

were used as probes to BLAST (blastp) the microbial genome database from the NCBI. An expected value threshold 

(E value) of 0.0001 over the entire sequence length was employed to screen out unrelated sequences. Positive hits 

with expected value thresholds (E value) at <E-10 were retrieved and analyzed. Sequences were aligned and a 

phylogenetic tree was constructed using the MEGA 4.1 program (17). Robustness of the trees was evaluated by 1000 

bootstrap repetitions. The genes that are flanking TBDR-like sequences were identified by analyzing the NCBI and 

the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) databases. For the determination of sequence identity 

between two a.a. sequences, the program WATER of the EMBOSS package (http://emboss.sourceforge.net/) was 

employed. 

 

3. Results 
 

Extensive research of literature on TBDR reveals that the ligands of TBDRs are not only restricted to 

Fe3+-siderophores and vitamin B12. Recent experimental data showed that the SuxA gene of Xanthomonas 

campestris pv. campestris (6), the MalA gene (8) and the NagA gene of Caulobacter crescentus (7) encode 

high-affinity transporters of sucrose, maltodextrins and chitin, respectively. Furthermore, out of the 72 TBDR-like 

loci in the genome of X. campestris pv. campestris (6), a fraction of them are induced by arabinose, polygalacturonic 

acid, xylose or xylan. Nonferrous cations, including nickel (10), copper (9) and possibly cobalt ions (16), are also 

ligands of TBDRs. Therefore, the TBDR family provides a high-affinity machinery for Gram-negative bacteria to 

uptake various scarce resources in an energy-dependent manner.  

The protein sequences of the 41 representative TBDRs were used to search for TBDR-like sequences in 

nitrogen-fixing nodulating bacteria with fully sequenced genome. The number of TBDR-like genes in the 13 selected 

bacteria ranges from 1 (Mesorhizobium loti MAFF303099) to 14 (Azorhizobium caulinodans ORS 571 and 

Methylobacterium nodulans ORS 2060) (Table 2). These 69 newly found TBDR-like sequences were plotted in a 

phylogenetic tree with those 41 representative TBDR sequences (Fig. 1). The genomic contexts of the genes 

surrounding these TBDR loci were retrieved from the NCBI genome databases and presented in Tables S1a to S1n. 

Based on their sequence relatedness to experimentally-defined TBDRs (Fig. 1) and the genomic contexts (Table 

S1a-m), the possible ligand of each TBDR-like sequence, is suggested in Table 2. The 14 TBDR-like sequences from 

M. nodulans were excluded from Table 2 because they do not share sequence relatedness to experimentally-defined 

TBDRs nor their genome context (Table S1n) gave any suggestions on the possible ligands.  

As shown in Fig. 1, almost none of the 69 newly found TBDR-like sequences lies in the ‘Sugars’, ‘Vitamin B12’, 

or ‘Non-Fe cations’ clusters. The only exception is bll6948, which has the closest similarity (53-66% a.a. sequence 
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identity) to two putative nickel transporters (pHCG3 081 and RPA4757). In the genome, bll6948 is located between 

hupC, a Ni-Fe hydrogenase subunit, and hupN, a putative high-affinity nickel transport protein (Table S2b) and is 

therefore likely to function as a nickel transporter. The rest of TBDRs can be largely divided into two clusters, the 

‘heme’ cluster and the ‘iron-siderophores’ cluster (Fig. 1).   

Six strains of Rhizobium sp. were investigated (Table S1e-j). Except strain NGR234, which carries two copies of 

TBDR sequences in the genome, all of the other Rhizobium sp. strains carry a single copy of TBDR sequence in the 

genome, and 1 to 2 TBDR sequences on plasmids. These single copy genomic TBDR sequences exhibit high 

homology to heme/hemoglobin/lactoferrin/transferin TBDR receptors (Fig. 1) and are therefore likely to be involved 

in heme/hemin/leghemoglobin uptake. The genomic contexts of these chromosomal TBDRs in various Rhizobium sp. 

are similar to each other, implying that they are conservative and could be essential for the bacteria. The other 

TBDR-like sequences in Rhizobium sp. are mostly carried by plasmids and are likely involved in Fe3+-siderophores 

uptake as they are usually located next to ferric ion reductase or siderophore uptake or synthesis genes.  

There are 4 TBDR genes in the S. medicae WSM419 genome, three of them (Smed2140, Smed2192, Smed2296) 

have homologues (Smc01611, SMc01657 and SMc02726) in the genome of Sinorhizobium meliloti 1021. The strain 

1021 carries seven TBDR sequences, with two TBDR (Sma1741 and Sma2414) located on a plasmid (pSymA). 

These two TBDRs share homology to a TBDR (pRL100325) on a Rhizobium leguminosarum bv. viciae 3841 plasmid 

and the E. coli lutA (43% a.a. sequence identity, for Fe-aerobactin uptake).  

A. caulinodans ORS571 and Bradyrhizobium japonicum USDA110 carry 14 and 11 TBDR sequences in their 

genomes, respectively. Besides putative TBDRs for heme and Fe3+-siderophores uptake, both strains carry TBDR 

sequences which might be used for sugar (Azc1256 and bll2460) import (Table 2). Azc1256 is adjacent to a putative 

sugar transport protein (Azc1255) and bll2460 is located in close proximity to a hypothetical protein with a 

beta-galactosidase domain (bll2463). Among the 13 nitrogen-fixing nodulating bacteria, M. loti only carries a single 

TBDR gene, possibly for heme uptake.  

 

4. Discussion 
 

Iron is an essential element for all living organisms, including plants and rhizobacteria. It serves as a cofactor in 

many important metabolic processes including electron transfer, energy transduction and nucleotide biosynthesis. 

While iron is very abundant in the earth crust, Fe3+ ion is extremely insoluble and is precipitated in soil. It is 

therefore necessary for plants and bacteria to develop efficient mechanisms for Fe uptake. Many bacteria tackle this 

problem by synthesizing siderophores, low-molecular-weight molecules with a very high affinity to ferric ion, to 

generate soluble Fe3+-siderophore complexes. There is a wide range of siderophores available and the major classes 

include catecholates, hydroxamates and α-hydroxycarboxylates (18). These Fe3+-siderophore complexes are 

translocated by the corresponding TBDR on the OM of Gram-negative bacteria. The ferric ions are then reduced to 

ferrous ions and thus detached from the siderophores by periplasmic or cytosolic ferric reductase, before or after its 

translocation through ABC transporters on the CM (12). Plants have developed two strategies for iron uptake. 

Strategy I (all plants) involves the secretion of H+/citrate to improve the solubility of Fe3+ ions. The Fe3+ ions are then 

reduced to Fe2+ ions by ferric reductase, before its uptake via Fe2+ transporter.  Strategy II (graminaceous plants 

only) involves the secretion of mugineic acid (MA) family phytosiderphores from the root to chelate Fe3+ ions. The 
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complexes are then taken up by Fe3+-MA transporters (19). In general, the siderophores are stronger Fe3+chelators 

then phytosiderphores and thus are more powerful. A study on red clover showed that the plant did not grow well in 

sterile soil due to iron limitation, and this can be improved by the addition of rhizobacteria (20). The inoculation of B. 

Japonicum and R. leguminosarum b. Trifolii ACCC18002 to soybean (21) and to clover (20), respectively, were 

shown to enhance the activity of ferric reductase at the rhizospheres. A model was proposed on how rhizobacteria 

interact with plant to improve plant iron nutrition (20).  

From the perspective of nodulating rhizobacteria, they need to obtain iron in two totally different habitats: 

free-living or in nodules. Some rhizobacteria were shown to synthesize and produce siderophores, for example, 

rhizobactin by S. meliloti 1021 (22) and vicibatin by R. leguminosarum (23). Besides ferric-siderophores, ferric 

citrate (24) and heme (25, 26) could also be taken up by rhizobacteria as iron sources. Our studies showed that most 

of the 55 TBDR sequences retrieved from the 12 rhizobacterial genomes (except M. nodulans) could be mainly 

divided into two clusters, which are likely to be involved in the uptake of Fe3+-siderophores and 

heme/hemin/hemoproteins, respectively.  

Based on literature and the above findings, a model on the physiological roles of TBDRs of B. japonicum USDA 

110 in iron uptake and symbiosis is proposed (Fig. 2). Among the 11 putative TBDRs in the genome, there are five 

Irr-inducible TBDRs (27), a heme-specific TBDR (HumR encoded by bll7076) (28) and a putative nickel-specific 

TBDR (10) (Table S1b). In plant, iron is mainly complexed with citrate in xylem and with nicotianamine in phloem 

(29). While no TBDR for Fe-nicotianamine has been identified in Gram-negative bacteria, a TBDR (FecA) for 

Fe3+-citrate has been experimentally verified in E. coli. None of the 69 putative TBDRs identified in this study share 

adequate homology with FecA (Fig. 1). However, ferric citrate was shown to be an iron source for B. japonicum (24). 

Whether one or more of the uncharacterized TBDR (Table S1b) is a novel ferric-citrate transporter is a subject for 

further studies. Under iron deficiency (e.g. in free-living conditions), Irr, a transcription regulator, is expressed, 

which subsequently turns on the transcription of the five putative Fe3+-siderophore TBDRs (27) and suppresses the 

protoporphyrin synthesis pathway (30). The multiple putative TBDRs for Fe3+-siderophores may allow B. japonicum 

to obtain the scarce iron from the environment during free-living conditions, and the suppression of protoporphyrin 

synthesis by Irr is sensible under the free-living conditions. In nodules, where should have adequate supply of iron 

from host, the expression of Fe3+-siderophore TBDRs may be downregulated: It was shown that supply of iron leads 

to binding and inactivation of Irr by ferrochelatase (FEH) (31), and supply of heme leads to Irr degradation (32). The 

availability of iron thus degrades Irr, and in turns could de-repress the heme synthesis pathway and downregulate the 

Fe3+-siderophores TBDRs (Fig. 2).  

Heme is also a possible iron source for rhizobacteria. A heme-specific TBDR seems to be universal in N2 fixing 

nodulating rhizobacteria (Fig. 1). Like B. japonicum, R. leguminosarum (25) and S. meliloti (26) carry individual 

TBDR systems for the uptake of Fe3+-siderophore and heme. In M. loti MAFF303099, the only TBDR sequence is a 

putative heme/hemoprotein-specific TBDR, implying that TBDR for Fe3+-siderophore is not essential in this bacteria. 

The synthesis of heme involves multiple steps (33) and both rhizobacteria and plant have this ability (34, 35). In 

plant, a large amount of heme is required for functional leghemoglobin during nodule symbiosis. Nitrogen fixation 

by nodulating rhizobacteria is a process with high energy demand. While oxidization of carbon sources from the host 

plant supplies energy for the nitrogen fixation process, the nitrogenase is denatured by high oxygen level (36). One 

strategy to stabilize the oxygen level at a suitable range in the nodules is to express a large amount (up to 30% of 
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nodular proteins) of leghemeglobin (37), a heme-containing, oxygen-binding protein (38). Overexpression of 

leghemoglobin was shown to enhance the symbiotic nitrogen fixation activity between M. loti and Lotus japonicus 

(39). B. japonicum can also synthesize heme (40) and export the heme to periplasm by the cycVWX complex for 

cytochrome c biogenesis (41, 42). It has been concluded that the heme on leghemeglobin was mainly derived from 

plant during nodulation (35, 43). Is leghemoglobin a possible source of heme or Fe3+ for B. japonicum during 

symbiosis? The answer is ‘unlikely’. Under EM, leghemoglobin is always located in the plant cytosol but is seldom 

seen in the peribacteroid space in nodules (44). The heme-specific TBDR (HmuR) in B. japonicum does not play an 

essential role during symbiosis. Interruption of HmuR abolished heme uptake but had no effect on symbiosis, 

indicating that exogenous heme is not an important source of iron during symbiosis. Instead, the ability to synthesize 

functional heme by B. japonicum is important for symbiosis. The last step of production of functional heme is the 

incorporation of Fe2+ ion into protoporphyrin IX by FEH. A deletion mutant of FEH of B. japonicum with unaffected 

FeCl3/heme uptake ability was not able to generate functional heme (40). Comparing with the wild-type strain, this 

FEH mutant only incited poorly developed nodules which did not express leghemoglobin heme, or the apoprotein, 

and did not fix nitrogen (40). Hence, the functional HmuR and other TBDRs on the FEH mutant cannot compensate 

the effects of FEH mutation. Since HmuR is induced by low iron status, it is likely to be responsible for using heme 

as an iron source during free-living condition, for example, in decaying plant cells (Fig. 2).  

Is TBDR essential for symbiosis? The interruption of components (TBDR, TonB, ABC transporter) of TBDR 

systems in general did not affect N2 fixation and nodule formation (23, 25, 45). The only example that a TBDR is 

indispensable for N2 fixation is a ferrichrome-specific TBDR (fegA) from B. japonicum 61A152 (46). The insertion 

mutant of fegA was still able to grow on exogenous ferric citrate, hemin or leghemoglobin and induce nodules, but 

failed to induce heme and leghemoglobin synthesis, nor fix nitrogen, in nodules (46). Hence, the phenotype is not 

due to a lack of iron or heme transport, but another function of fegA. A subclass of TBDR was reported to mediate 

trans-envelope signal transduction, upon binding to its ligand (47). This subclass of TBDR carries an N-terminal 

extension on the polypeptide, which indirectly activates an extracytoplasmic function (ECF) - subfamily sigma factor 

in the cytosol, through its binding to a trans-CM anti-sigma factor (47). The TBDR encoded by bll4920 shares an 

85% a.a. sequence identity with fegA. A previous bioinformatics study did not find any TBDRs with an N-terminal 

(transducer) extension from B. japonicum USDA 110 (47). It is possible that the fegA gene and bll4920 are 

responsible for signaling, but further investigations are needed to find out the answer.  
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Table 1. TBDRs with reported ligands 
 

Gene Name Ligand Species Residues Accession No. PMID 
IutA Aerobactin Escherichia coli  733 YP_444062 1534359
XCC4222 Arabinose Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris 976 NP_639556 17311090
CirA Catecholates Escherichia coli  663 NP_416660 2139424
FepA Catecholates Escherichia coli  746 NP_415116 15150246
Fiu Catecholates Escherichia coli  760 YP_001729784 6353165
NagA Chitin Caulobacter crescentus 889 AAK22433 18539735
BtuB Cobalamin  Escherichia coli  614 AAA23524 14499604
Saro0693 Cobalamin  Novosphingobium aromaticivorans 647 ZP_00093688 14499604
VC0156 Cobalamin  Vibrio cholerae  611 NP_229813 14499604
Daro1684 Cobalt Dechloromonas aromatica  717 YP_284901 16352848
NosA Copper Pseudomonas stutzeri  683 AAA25906 1885521
OprC Copper Pseudomonas aeruginosa   723 NP_252479 8760927
FhuE Ferrioxamine B  Escherichia coli  729 NP_415620 2162465
FecA Ferric-citrate Escherichia coli  774 NP_418711 12948487
FegA Ferrichrome Bradyrhizobium japonicum 61A152 750 AAC44674 8955412
FhuA Ferrichrome Escherichia coli  747 NP_414692 15784620
BLL7076 Heme Bradyrhizobium japonicum 788 NP_773716 16352848
HasR  Heme Serratia marcescens 899 CAE46936 7937909
HutA Heme Aeromonas salmonicida  697 CAN84653 18535817
ShuA Heme/Hemoglobin Shigella dysenteriae 660 YP_405019 17387178
HemR Heme Yersinia enterocolitica 687 CAA48250 1425573
HmuR Heme/Hemoglobin  Porphyromonas gingivalis 646 YP_001928673 11004172
HgbA Hemoglobin Haemophilus ducreyi 972 NP_874343 19451245
LbpA Lactoferrin Neisseria gonorrhoeae 943 AAC13780 7622218
MalA Maltodextrin/Maltose Caulobacter crescentus 921 ACL95835 16321934
XCC2469 Maltose Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris 942 NP_637821 17311090
BLL6948 Nickel Bradyrhizobium japonicum 771 NP_773588 16352848
Daro_3944 Nickel Dechloromonas aromatica  689 YP_287142 16352848
FrpB4 Nickel Helicobacter pylori  877 NP_208303 17238922
pHCG3_081 Nickel Oligotropha carboxidovorans  592 YP_015646 16352848
RPA_4757 Nickel Rhodopseudomonas palustris 738 NP_950091 16352848
XCC0120 Pectin Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris 1066 NP_635515 17311090
PSPTO_3242 Phytate Pseudomonas syringae 838 NP_793026 18043643
XCC2385 Phytate Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris 839 NP_637739 18043643
SuxA Sucrose Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris 824 NP_638704 17311090
Bcep18194_B2436  Thiamin Burkholderia sp. 383  743 YP_373191 12376536
BF0615 Thiamin Bacteroides fragilis  739 YP_097898 12376536
GOX1347  Thiamin Gluconobacter oxydans  827 YP_191755 12376536
TbpA Transferin Neisseria gonorrhoeae 915 AAA25503 1325963
XCC2828 Xylan Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris 1047 NP_638176 17311090
XCC4120 Xylan Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris 960 NP_639459 17311090

Genes in italics: Suggested by genomic context only, subject to experimental proof. PMID: PubMed Identification Number. 
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Table 2. Numbers of TBDR-like sequences in nodulating bacteria 

Locus tag Accession 
number Residues (a.a.) Prediction by  

phylogenetic tree 
Prediction by 

genomic context 
Azc0182 YP_001523098  731 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
Azc1256 YP_001524172  701 - Sugar 
Azc1328 YP_001524244  756 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
Azc1333 YP_001524249  826 - Fe-siderphore 
Azc1341 YP_001524257  906 - - 
Azc1626 YP_001524542  716 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
Azc1632 YP_001524548  752 Heme - 
Azc1729 YP_001524645 747 - - 
Azc1913 YP_001524829  739 Fe-siderphore - 
Azc2702 YP_001525618  719 Fe-siderphore - 
Azc3240 YP_001526156  821 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
Azc3754 YP_001526670  831 Fe-siderphore - 
Azc4384 YP_001527300  764 Heme Heme 
Azc4433 YP_001527349 832 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
bll2460 NP_769100  798 - Sugar 
bll4766 NP_771406  743 - - 
bll4881 NP_771521 847 - - 
bll4920 NP_771560 763 Fe-ferrichrome - 
bll6183 NP_772823 832 - - 
bll6948 NP_773588  771 Nickel Nickel 
bll7076 NP_773716 788 Heme Heme 
bll7968 NP_774608     773 Fe-siderphore - 
blr3555 NP_770195  700 Fe-ferrichrome Fe-ferrichrome 
blr3904 NP_770544  843 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
blr4504 NP_771144 770 Fe-ferrichrome Fe-siderphore 
Meso0338 YP_672907     705 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
Meso1440 YP_674001  685 Heme - 
Meso2063 YP_674621     645 Cobalamin - 
Mlr1155 NP_102807 747 Heme Heme 
NGR_b03590 YP_002822576  713 - Fe-siderphore 
NGR_c21740 YP_002826688  729 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
NGR_c23520 YP_002826864  747 Heme Heme 
pRL100325 YP_770601     714 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
pRL120322 YP_764832 726 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
RL3522 YP_769102 749 Heme - 
RHE_CH03076 YP_470570 752 Heme - 
RHE_PF00469 YP_473086     724 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
RHECIAT_CH0003234 YP_001979360 752 Heme - 
RHECIAT_PC0000694 YP_001985321  724 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
Rleg_3079 YP_002976875 749 Heme - 
Rleg_4673 YP_002972868  727 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
Rleg_6718 YP_002984719  719 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
Rleg2_2813 YP_002282309 752 Heme - 
Rleg2_4798 YP_002278779  724 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
SMa1747 NP_436209     714 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
SMa2414 NP_436511     746 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
SMc01611 NP_386329     733 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
SMc01657 NP_386375     724 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
SMc02726 NP_386494 743 Heme - 
SMc02890 NP_384321     666 - - 
SMc04205 NP_386139  885 Heme - 
Smed2140 YP_001327808  740 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
Smed2192 YP_001327860  724 Fe-siderphore Fe-siderphore 
Smed2296 YP_001327963 734 Heme - 
Smed2495 YP_001328161  712 - Fe-siderphore 

‘-‘ indicates uncertainty.
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Fig. 1. Phylogenetic tree of TBDRs identified in the N2-fixing nodulating bacteria and the TBDRs listed in Table 1.  
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Fig. 2. A model on the physiological roles of TBDRs of B. japonicum USDA 110 in iron uptake and symbiosis. Red boxes: 

TBDRs; Brown cross: Heme; White octagon: cycVWX, heme export system in B. japonicum USDA 110 (42); Broken lines 

represent downregulation and ‘?’ represent unproven components/pathways. 
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